
Felicidad
Happiness comes with flowers | BUTTONS

Felicidad™ | Buttons Collection 
The Button type mums are small, beautiful flowers that evoke sweetness and tenderness, 
exactly like those little details that fill life with happiness.

™



Inspiration to bloom | SPIDER

'

The spider mums collection, has thin and elongated petals that makes this chrysanthemum 
so attractive and original. That unique appearance is what difference them from all other 
flowers and make them a source of inspiration. 

Inspiracion™ | Spider Collection '

™



Pasion™ | Cushion Collection 

Petal by Petal | CUSHION 

The Cushion collection are the largest chrysanthemums, with strong stems and many petals. 
They are outstanding in any way and that is why they are ideals to express an intense 
emotion such as passion.

™
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Amor™ | Daisy Collection 

Fall in love with her heart | DAISY

The Daisy collection has a sun shape with a yellow or green center and petals that rotate 
around that center. This creates a bond between them as strong as amor.
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Empatia™ | Anemone Collection 

Empathy is all we need
ANEMONE

The Anemone collection has beautiful flowers that actually combine a Daisy type 
with a Cushion type. The ability to combine them is a sign of natural empathy.
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Feel the power of flowers | SANTINI

Energia™ | Santini Collection 
The Santini mums have a special appearance as a prototype of a miniature sun, that reflects 
in their round blooms, small stems and many flowers. Exactly like the sun, the ENERGÍA™ 
collection will be perfect for recharging energy anywhere.
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Esperanza
Give a flower, give hope | DAISY VOLUME

Esperanza™ | Daisy Volume Collection 
The ESPERANZA™ collection is introducing a new and innovative kind of mums to the market, 
with its multi-petals natural look we see them as a symbol for new creation and natural hope.

™



 Uncompromised
Quality

ATLANTIS ®

The Atlantis® Series  
The leading Chrysanthemum series with its uncompromised quality. 
The Atlantis series can be  tinted to any color you dream, and opens unlimited creative 
possibilities as your imagination.


